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ABSTRACT
The author has previously proposed results blind manuscript evaluation (RBME) as a method of amelio-
rating often cited problems of statistical inference and scientific publication, notably publication bias,
overuse/misuse of null hypothesis significance testing (NHST), and irreproducibility of reported scientific
results. In RBME, manuscripts submitted to scientific journals are assessed for suitability for publication
without regard to their reported results. Criteria for publication are based exclusively on the substantive
importance of the research question addressed in the study, conveyed in the Introduction section of the
manuscript, and the quality of the methodology, as reported in the Methods section. Practically, this policy
is implemented by a two stage process whereby the editor initially distributes only the Introduction and
Methods sections of a submitted manuscript to reviewers and a provisional decision regarding acceptance
is made, followed by a second stage in which the complete manuscript is distributed for review but only if
the decision of the first stage is for acceptance. The present paper expands upon this recommendation by
addressing implications of this proposed policy with respect to statistical consultation and collaboration
in research. It is suggested that under RBME, statisticians will become more integrated into research
endeavors and called upon sooner for their input.

1. Introduction

In earlier articles (Locascio 1999, 2011, 2015, 2017a, 2017b), I
suggested and defended an approach to evaluating manuscripts
submitted to scientific journals (especially in behavioral and
medical sciences), I referred to as “Results Blind Manuscript
Evaluation” (RBME). In the present article, I would like to
expand on implications of RBMEwith respect to statistical infer-
ence and methodology, focusing mostly on the role of statistical
consultants and collaborators in research and in preparing
reports thereof. I will first briefly summarize what RBME is and
preliminary to that, the problems it is intended to ameliorate.

2. Problems in Scientific Publication and Statistical
Inference

Part of the impetus for this special issue of The American Statis-
tician is the intensified controversies that have recently arisen
regarding problems in statistical inference and science pub-
lishing, especially the interrelated concerns of publication bias,
the overuse and misuse of null hypothesis significance testing
(NHST), and claimed irreproducibility of published scientific
findings.

Publication bias, as meant here, is the widely recognized and
documented practice in which, all else being equal, null find-
ings of even well conducted studies are not as likely as positive
findings of studies to be reported and published in scientific
journals, either because manuscripts reporting such are not as
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likely to be accepted by journals (Fanelli 2010; Van Assen et
al. 2014) or because of an inhibition among investigators to
even write up or submit such reports to journals because of
this assumed bias at the journals (the “file drawer” problem
discussed by Rosenthal 1979). As the result of publication bias,
to the degree that true effects are negligible and this bias is
operative at the author submission and/or journal acceptance
stage, the literature becomes contaminated with a misleadingly
higher proportion of false positive findings than would occur
by chance alone if there were no such bias. Further, awareness
of publication bias can create a temptation among investigators
to deliberately doctor study results to show positive findings in
order to get the publications seen as vital to career advancement.
And what may be far more commonly practiced are the many
ways that unintentional and unconscious processes and choices
may be at play in how researchers collect and analyze their data
in order to obtain the “statistically significant” findings they feel
they need for publication (e.g., “p hacking” and “opportunistic
biases”; DeCoster and Sparks 2015). The implications of publi-
cation bias in meta-analysis especially has often been cited, and
a number of methods that attempt to assess and correct for it
have been proposed (e.g., “funnel plots”; Begg and Mazumdar
1994; Egger et al. 1997; Light and Pillemer 1984), though a
better solution would seem to be to avoid the bias at its source.

“Statistically significant” results as obtained by NHST have
to a great degree become collectively accepted in behavioral
and medical sciences as the gold standard indicator of what
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constitutes the positive findings that journals are biased toward
accepting. However, serious and valid concerns about the
overuse and misuse of NHST have been cited by statisticians
for decades. (There is no space to go into these criticisms
again here, but you can see, e.g., Cohen 1994, Hunter 1997,
and Seife 2015, for a sampling of them.) More highly regarded
alternatives to NHST have been widely recommended (e.g.,
confidence intervals, effect size estimates, Bayesian statistics,
graphical analysis, etc.) though none of these has come close to
replacing NHST as the workhorse of statistical inference.

There has also been recent concern about a recognized and
documented frequent failure to replicate findings in scientific
reports (“the crisis of irreproducibility”; see, e.g., Open Sci-
ence Collaboration 2015). The reasons for these failures have
been heavily debated with publication bias being commonly
alleged to be one of the factors responsible, which includes biases
at the investigator level whereby conscious and unconscious
stratagems are employed to get “significant” results. It has also
been claimed that, specifically, the bias of publishing only results
with NHST p-values below the widely accepted 0.05 or 0.01 cut-
offs hasmademuch failure to replicate inevitable given statistical
“regression to the mean” (Trafimow and Earp 2017).

3. Results blindManuscript Evaluation (RBME)

As a method of mitigating the problems of statistical infer-
ence and scientific publication noted above, I have suggested
that behavioral science and medical journals consider institut-
ing a policy of results blind manuscript evaluation (RBME) of
the suitability of submitted manuscripts for publication. For
a detailed description of RBME see Locascio (2017a, 2017b)
and also Locascio (1999, 2011, 2015). By RBME, I mean that
in deciding whether to publish a manuscript, journal review-
ers and editors would give no weight to reported results in
making this judgment. Reports would be judged exclusively
on the basis of the perceived: (1) importance of the substan-
tive issues addressed, which is generally communicated in the
“Introduction” section of the manuscript, and (2) soundness of
the methodology employed, which would include among other
things, appropriate: materials, measurement methods with e.g.,
up-front reliability/validity estimates, subject selection, study
layout/experimental design, proposed data analysis techniques,
and sample size, all conveyed in the “Methods” section. Regard-
ing appropriate data analysis methodology, many proposed
methods recommended as alternatives to NHST could poten-
tially be employed, instead of or in addition to NHST. Use of
NHST, if judged applicable, and correctly used and interpreted,
could possibly be permissible as providing one supplementary
piece of evidence that might be pertinent to research questions,
at the discretion of reviewers. However, importantly, obtaining
an NHST p-value less than an arbitrary cutoff would no longer
be a necessary precondition for publication – it can’t be because
neither p-values nor any other result would be considered in
the decision to publish. This RBME editorial policy would be
made explicit and prominently stated as a part of journals’ guide-
lines for authors so that investigators considering manuscript
submission would be fully aware of it and not mistakenly cen-
sor or inhibit their own submissions because null findings were

obtained, and they think lack of positive or statistically signifi-
cant findings precludes publication or lessens the likelihood of it.

Note that I am recommending results blind evaluation of
manuscripts for suitability for publication, not a complete results
blind review. Reported results sometimes indicate some aspects
of methodology and data analysis techniques which could not
be fully elaborated in the Methods/Data Analysis sections and
reflect good or poor methodology. Further, Results and Discus-
sion sections certainly have to be edited and reviewed prior to
the manuscript going to print, for presentation as well as for
substantive reasons. Data analysis in the Results section has to
be checked for execution, and correct interpretation of results
in the Discussion section has to be assessed as well as a state-
ment of limitations of the study. By “results blind evaluation”, I
merely mean that the nature of the observed findings of a study,
or whether or not the study found any effects at all, should be
given little or no weight and have no direct bearing on whether
the manuscript is to be accepted for publication.

As a method of practically implementing RBME, I recom-
mend a two stage procedure whereby authors would submit a
manuscript in its entirety to a journal, just as they normally do
now, seamlessly without change. But, upon receipt of it, the edi-
tor would distribute it to reviewers after having stripped it of
everything except the Introduction and Methods sections (and
any appendices or supplementary information relevant tometh-
ods), in order to obtain a “first stage evaluation” of suitabil-
ity for publication. If the decision of reviewers at this stage is
to reject, the authors would be informed that their manuscript
was rejected and why. However, manuscripts passing this first
stage would then have their Abstract, Results and Discussion
sections re-attached by the editor and submitted to reviewers for
a “second stage review”. Amanuscript surviving the first stage as
acceptable or judged as requiring no more than minor modifi-
cations/revisions would be considered “conditionally accepted”
for publication, that is, conditional on the absence of any new
evidence of flawed methodology discovered in the second stage
sufficiently grievous to override the first stage decision. Note
the second stage review merely serves a disconfirmatory or veto
function, but where still no weight is given to what the reported
results are per se, in the decision to publish. After completion of
the second stage, a formal decision is finalized for acceptance,
acceptance with revision, or rejection (in the unlikely event
rejection is decided at the second stage), and if not rejected,
recommendations for minor revision, editing, wording and cos-
metic alterations, etc. would be suggested or made as pertinent.
Such a process would arguably involve about the same amount
of labor for reviewers as is currently the case, and possibly less,
given that reviewers will sometimes only have to review half a
manuscript if the first stage evaluation results in rejection. If it is
accepted during the first stage, and the same reviewers who con-
ducted the first stage evaluation, perform the second step review,
there is nomore additional workload than had they reviewed the
entire manuscript at once from the onset.

RBME would I believe ameliorate (though not entirely solve)
all three of the problems with scientific publication cited above,
that is, publication bias, misuse of NHST, and irreproducibil-
ity. That it would reduce publication bias is essentially self-
evident. There would be no results based bias at the journal
because reviewers cannot decide acceptance based on results if
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they do not know what the results were. There would be little or
no self-censoring bias among investigators because, being fully
informed of the RBME journal policy, they would presumably
have no inhibition in reporting the null findings of a well con-
ducted study, knowing that the absence of positive findings per
se will in noway reduce their chances for publication and getting
just credit and recognition for their hard work.

Although RBME is somewhat orthogonal to many of the
claimed problems with NHST, indirectly, many of these end-
lessly criticized and lamented issues will be mitigated or made
nonissues. Although NHST need not necessarily be explicitly
banned by anyone, authors would feel no compulsion to employ
that particular methodology, or any other for that matter,
beyond what they deem as most relevant, fitting, appropriate,
methodologically sound, justifiable, and defensible for their
study. Controversy will no doubt continue over whether NHST
has some limited utility in science given proper circumstances
of relevancy, and correct application, implementation and inter-
pretation; however the widely criticized overuse, misuse and
over-emphasis of NHST p-value cut-offs as the predominant
gate-keeper of communication of scientific results will end.
Although cautions will still be cited (and should be) regarding
problems with misuse of NHST, the practical imperative of
NHST, that is, the widely perceived necessity of employing
NHST and getting p< 0.05 for publication, which implicitly
fuels and exacerbates many of these problems, will be over.
Researchers will no longer feel any particular need to get
p< 0.05 or p< 0.01 or any other p-value. However, if they are
using NHST, it will now become important for them to defend
that they are using it correctly and, unlike before, justify why
they are using it at all.

The problem of irreproducibility of results will also presum-
ably be mitigated as well because there will likely be a reduction
in published false positives given that positivity of findings per se
will no longer consciously or unconsciously influence any deci-
sion to report study results or publish them.Null findings judged
to be of equal validity to any positive results because they were
based on equally sound methodology applied to equally impor-
tant research questions will have the same chance of being pub-
lished as the positive results. Thus, the scientific literature will
convey a representative, balanced sample of findings containing
a proportion of negative and positive findings duly reflective
of what is actually likely to be true. Any future, well conducted
replication work would likely reproduce what has already
been generally found by previously published well conducted
studies, and contribute to accumulating supportive evidence in
further reinforcing truthful scientific theories and refuting false
ones.

RBME is not claimed to be panacea for all problems of
statistical inference and publication. Some forms of bias in
publishing will still remain, e.g., bias by reviewers and edi-
tors as to what is an “important” research question and good
methodology, and notably biases that do not occur at the point
of journal reviewer evaluation. For example, bias at point of
author submission can still occur to the extent that the deci-
sion to submit is based on study results being supportive of
personally favored and espoused theories, or their being in
line with monetary interests, or because of other nonscien-
tific incentives. A pharmaceutical company may only submit

reports of studies whose results are seen as favorable to their
product. Or investigators may only submit reports of studies
that ostensibly confirm their pet views. Pre-registering studies
help avoid some of these problems, but of course they involve
more elaborate procedures than RBME which is more practical
as a widespread journal practice. Further, publication bias
toward positive results can still be exercised by the journal
editor with the pre-decision to decline to forward a manuscript
for further review. However, in my experience, a “preemptive
rejection” such as this is usually due to a manuscript not meet-
ing author guideline requirements or because the substantive
content of the paper is judged to clearly not be a good fit for
the given journal. An editor who has already made the decision
to adopt an RBME policy for the journal, would not seem
likely to then consciously turn down manuscripts based purely
on results in direct contradiction of the policy. And finally,
bias contingent on observed results is still possible to some
extent by reviewers at stage 2 of RBME. However, under RBME
this can happen only after a reviewer has already committed
to a conditional acceptance for publication, a decision that
could not have been based on results because they were not
seen. Results can influence the reviewer’s decision regarding
publication only in a negative manner, that is, to subsequently
want to reject that for which one has already formally stated an
acceptance. The results wouldn’t be reviewed without the initial
acceptance. Bias based on results cannot work in an affirmative
manner, that is, results cannot influence the reviewer to accept
a report based largely on results of a study that was viewed as
otherwise not worthy of publication. Furthermore, by the rules
of RBME, a second-stage rejection will require the reviewer to
justify to the editor that his/her change of mind is based on
specifically methodological problems discovered in the Results
or Discussion sections, problems serious enough to override the
reviewer’s original decision and not being amenable to revision.

There are other limitations of RBME, many of which are
stated and addressed in detail in Locascio (2017a, b). For exam-
ple, some serious methodological flaws may only be evident in
the Results and Discussion sections of manuscripts. However,
rejection at the second stage of RBME, noted above, would
hopefully catch those. Further, not every contingency can be
anticipated. For example, it’s conceivable that a compelling
result relevant to a medical emergency might supersede minor
methodological considerations. I do not advocate that RBME
be enforced rigidly without occasionally considering, on a
case-by-case basis, possible exceptional circumstances, and
there is nothing to preclude authors from arguing in a cover
letter to the editor such extenuating circumstances. Lastly, one
of the positive consequences of RBME would be to accentuate
the need for a sample size adequate to address a study’s goals,
but this may be seen as unfairly favoring large universities and
medical centers with access to large subject pools. In a sense, this
is unfortunate, but it would provide an incentive for researchers
to develop resources for greater participant access, and besides,
if we have to be unfair in some way, is being unfair in favoring
better studies so bad? I can think of worse ways of being “unfair”.

Naturally, because of these and possibly other unforeseen
practical and theoretical problems with RBME, it is recom-
mended that RBME be introduced in a gradual, experimental
manner with on-the-fly modifications as might be warranted.
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4. How RBMEWould Impact Statistical Consultation
and Collaboration

Researchers want to do good research and they want to get
published. Unfortunately, our existing publication systems
sometimes put these two goals at odds. With RBME, I believe
they would become better aligned. Claimed findings being
reported would no longer per se have any bearing on publica-
tion and dissemination across the scientific community. This
criterion for publication would instead be replaced by whether
what is being reported is likely to be true, and the latter depends
mostly on soundmethodology, described largely in theMethods
section of manuscripts. (The judged substantive importance of
research questions addressed in a study, conveyed for the most
part in the Introduction section, which is presumably a factor
in publication now, would also continue to be so under RBME.)
The switch of emphasis fromwhat is claimed to have been found
to how it was found, and from what was claimed as the answer
to a question, to what the question was and how accurately
it appears to have been answered in determining potential
for publication, would have a profound impact on the role of
statistical analysis, methodology, and statistical and method-
ological consultation/collaboration in research. At least the first
provisional decision regarding acceptance for publication can
no longer be based on the results of a study because they were
not looked at in making the decision. The importance of the
described methodology would, however, become magnified.
It would now be critical that the study’s methods are sound,
thoroughly described and well justified, including the proposed
data analysis techniques to be employed, and justification for
the sample size. This means statisticians and methodologists
will become increasingly needed as a very practical necessity,
even if, regrettably, not for more elevated reasons.

4.1. StatisticiansWould BecomeMore Involved in
Research Studies

I am a member of a university based biostatistics consulting
group, which provides statistical consultation and analysis assis-
tance for studies conducted across research facilities throughout
a large metropolitan area. In this role, it is more often the case
than not, that I’m not merely asked to answer specific ques-
tions on an otherwise fully developed research study. Rather,
oftentimes, the investigators have a somewhat vague idea for
a study they wish to conduct, or are articulating it poorly, and
I find myself trying to solve an equation in two unknowns.
First, I need to clarify for myself, and for the investigators, what
exactly the research question and hypotheses are, and then
having done that, translate this into the specifics of their study
situation, and, finally, recommend statistical tools that seem
to be a good fit for addressing those questions and hypotheses
in light of anticipated or collected data. Before long, I feel
myself, often with mutual consent, being pulled into the guts
of the study, not merely serving on the periphery to answer a
few specific technical statistical questions. Without my having
asked, I’m sometimes invited to be a co-author on an anticipated
manuscript or even to get on board a grant.

If I assume the researchers with whom I consult are some-
what representative ofmany others I’ve nevermet in the field, it’s

clear to me that many investigators in medical and behavioral
sciences could benefit from statistical collaboration, beyond just
spot consultation and analysis. Under known RBME journal
policies, these investigators may feel a more imperative need
to seek such in-depth statistical and methodological assistance.
Statisticians might be more frequently brought on board in a
study as an integral part of the research team, not just an outside
“technician”. This change would be to everyone’s benefit.

Under RBME, researchers will at least appreciate the prac-
tical benefit of integrating a statistician into their research
project. As such, I predict that the statistician will often need
to struggle with the investigators to get a clear idea of what the
basic research questions are and help articulate themwell. In the
past, for this purpose, I’ve often found it helpful to sketch rough
causal models as path analysis diagrams (or if you prefer, graphs
of structural equation models, SEM, directed acyclic graphs,
DAG, etc.). These models force everyone to be very explicit,
specific and thorough on just what are the underlying causal
mechanisms that are at the root of their hypotheses or research
questions, what are the relevant exogenous and endogenous
variables, and what covariates might be important and why.
Once there is consensus on underlying models to be inves-
tigated, it would be primarily the statistician’s task to select
from his/her hopefully diverse toolbox of statistical techniques,
those that seem most congruent with the study’s analytic
requirements.

As a statistician myself, predicting a greater need for statis-
ticians under RBME may seem self-serving, but I truly believe
that such increased involvement will ultimately be of benefit
to the research community in general and the advancement of
science.

4.2. StatisticiansWould Become Involved in Studies Earlier

In my role as statistical consultant for research, I’m often asked
for assistance very late in the game, so to speak. Someone has
designed a study and collected a lot of data, and now wants to
talk about statistical analysis. Or else, revisions to a manuscript
submitted to a journal have been requested by reviewers includ-
ing or especially regarding data analysis, and the investigators
need the advice of a statistician and/or help in analysis. In these
cases, oftentimes I feel what the study really needs is a new
design and new data, more fitting to the purpose of the study,
once I discover what that is, but it’s too late for that. I try to be
sensitive and do the best I can by recommending and conduct-
ing ad hoc statistical patch-ups, making clear the limitations of
these methods, but these situations can be frustrating. Under
RBME, investigators will know in a very practical sense that they
must seek needed statistical help early in the research process,
i.e., as they begin to design a study, if possible before data are
collected, or at least before they submit a manuscript for publi-
cation, because under RBME they know the proposed research
design and data analysis methods described in their report will
heavily influence the decision to publish or not. The obtained
results will not be looked at in the initial decision and have little
or no influence on it. Being informed by an RBME rejection
that there are fundamental problems in a study’s design, may
unfortunately sometimes be too late for any corrective action
to be taken for that particular study, but the situation will at
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least be a learning experience for future reference and promote
greater and more timely care in subsequent work.

The statistician will also more likely become involved in a
formal justification of sample size at the beginning of a study.
This justification would not necessarily entail conventional
power analysis, which assumes NHST, but could also involve
estimating the sample size needed for a given pre-specified pre-
cision in estimating effects. There are also other formalmethods
of deriving sample sizes that avoid standard power analysis and
NHST (see, e.g., Trafimow and MacDonald 2017). To whatever
degree possible, the statistician should also monitor, oversee,
and help with preparing, proofing, checking (with graphs, pro-
gramming checks, etc.), and cleaning the data set, right from the
beginning, instead of finding out accidentally, much later after
analyses are run, that there are obvious data level problems.

In fairness to principal investigators who are not statisticians,
the potential of RBME to require statistical advice earlier in
the study development, may not be seen as a boon to those
investigators, especially if funds for statistical consulting are not
available until later in the process. However, this may create a
greater impetus for investigators to sharpen their knowledge
of research design and data analysis methods, including power
analysis. In this internet age, there are a proliferation of good
online tutorials and videos for self-education in these areas, that
would hopefully provide a groundwork until formal statistical
assistance can be procured.

4.3. The Statistical Analysis Section ofManuscriptsWould
Expand

Under RBME, authors of research manuscripts will be fully
aware that the decision to publish their paper will be heavily
influenced by their reported data analysis strategy. As a result,
I believe it will be quite likely that the portion of the Methods
section that describes statistical analysis methods will become
more expanded and/or, if space limitations are a problem, more
detail will be provided in an associated appendix or supplemen-
tary materials to that end (to also be reviewed in stage one of
RBME). More attention will be paid by investigators to improv-
ing the quality of the statistical methodology and reporting it
thoroughly. This will mean that investigators will first need to be
clear, explicit, and specific about what their research questions
and/or hypotheses are, and then in consultation with statisti-
cians and methodologists, make sure they choose a research
design appropriate to addressing those questions and hypothe-
ses, which in turn should partly dictate the kinds of data analyses
they need. A statistical analysis section might be further sub-
divided into subsections describing (a) research questions and
hypotheses, (b) research design, (c) sample size justification, (d)
data analysis techniques, and (e) assumptions of analysis meth-
ods and checks to verify they were met. On a related point, the
section describing measurement tools employed in the study,
will have to give special attention to establishing the reliability
and validity of measures, preferably by using data from the
current study, instead of or in addition to assessments reported
in the literature. Note that results of biometric/psychometric
analyses, as well as other preliminary “results”, e.g., tests to show
covariates were well balanced across study groups, manipula-
tion checks, treatment implementation checks, etc. might more

appropriately go in the Methods section to be reviewed in the
first stage of RBME. Such information bears on the quality of
the methodology, not the answer to the research questions.
An expanded data analysis section such as described of course
presupposes more care in data analysis and active consulta-
tion/collaboration by statisticians and research methodologists.

Authors submitting a manuscript to a journal should be
fully aware of a journal’s RBME policy, given that it should be
explicitly stated and emphasized in the journal’s guidelines for
authors. Thus, authors should be motivated to explain more
of the details of their data analysis methods, and other design
issues, e.g., how attrition or nonresponse is to be handled, in
the Methods-Data Analysis section, not just in the Results.
This should lessen the likelihood of reviewers discovering
methodological problems for the first time at Stage 2 of RBME.

4.4. Statistical Knowledge and the Role of Statisticians as
Informal EducatorsWould Becomemore Important

Under RBME, I believe technical issues such as controversies
regarding the use of Bayesian versus frequentist approaches to
statistical inference will no longer be debated only among statis-
ticians and/or in exclusively statistical journals whose contents
seem esoteric to many other researchers. Investigators will of
necessity have to at least familiarize themselves with core issues
of current statistical controversies and form some educated
opinions. A statistician can help them do that in a role of infor-
mal educator and mentor. As a statistical consultant, I try to
informally teach substantive investigators the basics of what I’m
recommending or doing as an analyst. I never “dump” esoteric
printouts on people with whom I consult, without offering and
recommending to them that I walk them through the statistical
output, at least the first time through for new output they haven’t
seen before. I also try to provide information-rich graphical
illustrations when possible that show in a more salient and
intuitive way an otherwise very technical result (e.g., a graph
illustrating a model predicted interaction effect or a curved
quadratic function of predicted values, rather than just the
corresponding regression coefficients). Many of these graphs
I produce are for internal use only and are never published
or seen by outside audiences. Further, I write descriptions for
investigators of statistical methods I’m using and results I’ve
obtained that are understandable to nonstatisticians, and the
nonstatistical audience who may ultimately also read them,
without omitting important statistical details. Aside from infor-
mal education, with RBME, statisticians may also become in
more demand as formal teachers in academic settings.

4.5. Statisticians would becomemore Needed by Journals
to ReviewManuscripts

Since under RBME, the initial decision regarding acceptance
for publication will be heavily based on the statistical analy-
sis methods proposed in the Methods section (among other
things included under Methods and the Introduction), “statisti-
cal reviews” of manuscripts at journals will become more often
a necessity. Statistical considerations must be addressed such as
justification of sample size, whether the statistical methods are
a good fit for the study objective, the design and data, whether
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statistical assumptions are going to be checked, and how, jus-
tification of reliability and validity of measures, justification of
use of NHST and/or a Bayesian approach, etc. I am a member
of the statistical review boards for two academic journals and I
often find myself requesting large scale makeovers of the design
and data analysis of a study, suggesting to me that there was no
involvement by a statistician in the study. Under RBME, authors
will know that reviewers with advanced statistical training will
likely be examining their submitted manuscript and will have a
big say in deciding whether to publish it or not.

5. Conclusion

In addition to other cited benefits of RBME in mitigating
publication bias, problems with NHST, and irreproducibil-
ity of research findings (Locascio 2017a, 2017b), I believe
RBME will provide an inducement to better quality of scientific
research methodology and data analysis, greater self-education
of researchers in statistics and methodology, and/or increased
collaboration between principal investigators and statisticians.
The emphasis of research reports will shift to a more equitable
balance between reporting what was found and establishing
that what is reported is likely to be true. And this shift will
necessitate greater input of statisticians in research projects.
As technology advances, specialization tends to do so also, and
it soon may become commonplace to include a statistical and
methodological specialist on research teams for virtually all
studies. Most researchers cannot be expected to keep abreast
of all the rapid and complex advances in their substantive field
while simultaneously staying up to date on the latest equally
rapid and complex advances in data analysis methods. RBME
should fit right into these general trends.
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